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NATURE AND THE EPIDEMIC
Epidemic or Hoax? Neither. (Or both, actually.)
Everything in Nature is constantly in motion. If it is not moving,
then it is NOT in Nature.
(Though Nature may be in It).
This motion in Nature is actually a continual re-balancing since
NATURE itself is always ultimately in a state of balance.
This states the basic requirement for our survival. Since
nothing in Nature is ever still, everything is constantly having to
rebalance itself in order to adjust to changes in order to
maintain that balance.
This applies both to the whole of Nature and also to each and
every component (living entity) within it which is part of it.
Nothing survives alone. Including man.
Man does not survive alone. He survives within this balance of
all species, which is constantly changing. For man, currently,
this means his survival is inseparably embedded in a sea of
other living components, which have evolved, like him, over time.
These include so-called fungi, bacteria, viruses, “pathogens” etc.
New labels are constantly being invented which complicate
communication and emphasise difference at the expense of
underlying sameness.
DISEASES have always afflicted mankind. Often with
catastrophic effects. In some cases, depopulating entire regions.
These experiences have become deeply rooted in human
consciousness and form the basis for today's CORONA FEAR.
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In the case of human beings, these catastrophes are seen as
symptoms of the disease.
Actually, they are outward manifestations of reactions by the
human body to perceived threats. They appear as pain,
tiredness, sneezing, fever, coughs, flu-like symptoms, seizures,
organ failures, skin eruptions etc.
These reveal the body’s ongoing attempts to defeat the threats.
When things change, the overall balance is disturbed. This
provokes corresponding adjustments as everything fights to
survive.
This is a simple statement of how things work. In the east, it is
called karma. In the west, cause and effect.
But the actual working out of it given the relative size of the
whole universe compared to the size of, for example, a single
cell, is beyond the comprehension of a single human mind.
This applies to every single human being as well.
Especially now. Now, a relatively few human beings, with power
over the rest of us, have got a vast number of other human
beings into the most terrible tangle of fear and suffering and
irrational behaviour. All over the world. Quite unnecessarily.
So what IS happening? And HAS happened from time
immemorial during the complicated history of the human
species and its escalating abuse of the rest of nature (including
other human beings).
First, in the case of so-called
Coronavirus:

“epidemics” like

the

When they occur regionally, they are called "epidemics”.
When they occur globally, they are called “pandemics".
But what are they and what are the actual “causes”?
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“Epidemics” always and exclusively accompany “echoes” of
events associated with what human beings have themselves
done and are doing.
“Echoes” of things which affected entire societies of human
beings with catastrophic consequences. Internecine wars,
famines, natural catastrophes, dictatorships, rebellions and
revolutions, mass killings, even genocide. All of these are often
accompanied by disastrous hygienic conditions, long-term bad
nutrition, severely limited food, contaminated drinking water or
other poisonings; break-downs of social infrastructure etc. etc.
These result in dramatic, shock-like struggles and fights for
survival among both individuals and groups. These can affect
whole nations and cause existential FEAR: fear of starvation,
fears for the future, fear of loss and suffering, fear of death etc.
Although they clearly demonstrate cause and effect, these
shock-like fights for survival form part of the attempted…
HEALING PHASE.
It is assumed nowadays that something like infection must be
taking place because suddenly so many people seem to be
“infected” at the same time. Strictly speaking, the symptoms
perceived as illnesses are generalised evidence of the process of
healing, the struggle for survival, i.e. signs of the phase of
resolving the conflict.
In these circumstances, an infectious disease may not exist at
all. Because all flu-like symptoms, fevers, headaches etc. only
occur during the conflict-resolving HEALING phase.
This is just like a group of soldiers fighting for us at the same
time. Why? Because they are confronted by the same enemies
at the same time.
Similarly, if a crowd of people get caught in the same heavy
shower of rain, would we say that they are infecting each other
with wetness?
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Spanish flu was the echo of man-made World War I. Lasting
from February 1918 to April 1920, it infected 500 million people
– about a third of the world's population at the time – in four
successive waves. Initially, it mainly affected soldiers and their
families.
Here you will find emaciated bodies, struggles with fear of
death, fights for survival, miserable supply situations, and
appalling hygiene in the trenches.
At the same time, you will find untested and hastily approved
vaccines against typhoid fever and smallpox. Several
contemporary doctors independently reported that only
vaccinated people fell ill with Spanish flu. This is disputed. The
suffering is not.
An “epidemic” is also accompanied by looking for someone or
something to blame. This can produce an endless stream of
post-mortems.
The Black Death occurred in the Middle Ages during the
gradual and progressive disintegration of the Roman Empire.
This was accompanied by the Great Famine and successive
war-like invasions by Huns, Mongols, Muslims and Crusaders.
Originally the Black Death was “blamed on” Jews for poisoning
the wells! Later, rats were blamed. Then, fleas on the rats.
Finally, bacteria on the fleas were blamed.
Today, within the framework of a medical science, which
increasingly researches the monetary results, blame falls on
small “evil” SARS-CoV-2 “pathogens”.
Other contributory causes: environmental toxins; side-effects of
tests given for other known pathogens; underlying conditions
such as obesity, diabetes and old age; and autopsies in which
other relevant conditions are mentioned, but disregarded.
In its fights for survival, an independent organism reacts from
within its own structure to produce a protective environment in
and around itself which is hostile to its aggressor.
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It also uses and responds to anything in the external balancing
structure of the rest of Nature which assists this.
What would be the real external protective measures available
to us in Nature against our current “aggressor”?
Things that strengthen the so-called immune system. In the
case of flu-type infections involving the lungs, this help is
readily available, naturally, in fresh air and sunshine; exercise,
healthy food, contact and affection, communication with friends
and loved ones, and pursuit of the truth.
It is ironic, therefore, that, in the early months of this calendar
year 2020, when Nature’s assistance or “cure” was most readily
available in many places, the powers-that-be decreed that the
one thing the rest of us must not do was to go out freely and
take advantage of fresh air and sunshine. Nor associate with
friends, companions and loved ones. Nor try to find out what
was really going on.
Why?
Of course, there was no money in that. Shouldn’t we be sitting
in isolation and buying their Vitamin D etc.?
However, the consequences of the restrictions on fundamental
rights, the terrible fate of the lockdown, etc., were bound to lead
to new cases, which could be worse than necessary, as the
citizens' immune systems have been weakened by the senseless
hygiene rules, the wearing of masks, etc., as well as by the
ongoing bad news and loss of jobs and income.
The senseless insistence on synthetic hand cleansing doesn’t
help. As the largest organ of the human body, the skin is
colonized by beneficial microorganisms and serves as a physical
barrier to prevent the invasion of pathogens. If the barrier is
broken or the balance between good and bad bacteria is
disturbed, skin disease or disease to the whole system results.
The basis of our problem now? Fear, fear of small, “evil” agents.
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Also, in our “epidemic”, the emphasis has increasingly been on
the economic consequences due to the ignorance of our rulers
and the short-sightedness of the scientists that they use to
advise them (so that they can escape blame and stay in power).
However, Politicians can only enforce what there is a certain
basis for in the population. But even today, as a result of
misinformation and fear, a majority of people would still
immediately choose to be vaccinated "against corona" if a
vaccine were available.
The expected deaths due to vaccination side effects could then
again be attributed to the epidemic.
Vaccines and medications “must” be manufactured (and sold) to
prevent or cure what is strictly a non-existent illness. These
must be created in pharmaceutical laboratories: tested
on innocent animals and young and vulnerable humans,
especially those in poor third world countries. If these “safety”
tests don’t produce the desired results (i.e. money spinners),
the medications will be sold, on a “trial-basis”, untested. If
individuals reject them, then they must be made compulsory.
So the real problem sensible, responsible citizens suffer from is
not even the crazy politicians, greedy corporate bosses, corrupt
virologists and unscrupulous pharmaceutical multinationals.
No.
Too many people readily accept the idea of disease-causing
viruses without bothering, or being able, to look through the
smokescreen of our limited modern scientific education and its
increasingly impenetrable language.
Why do they accept it? Well, it's very convenient. If Viruses
cause disease, then People are not to blame, “It’s Fate.” No one
could have prevented it.
“We humans are not to blame for our incessant bad behaviour
towards each other, other forms of life, our world and Nature
itself.”
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But we are to blame and we are paying for it. Even literally, too.
Vast amounts of money (billions), which we haven’t got, have
been promised and borrowed in order to “pay for” the
consequences of “lockdown”. Many mistakes have been made.
All those who benefit financially from the damage it has caused
to the infrastructure of whole nations are making even more
money. They are certainly not using it for the benefit of others.
Masks are seen everywhere covering the mouths and noses of
thousands, who have been blackmailed or coerced into
ignorantly wearing them despite the risks to their health. (They
keep the fresh air out and keep the stale air in, developing
infections within.)
But the masks do identify how many and who have gone astray.
Another consequence is that, as soon as the powers-that-be
and their misguided advisers decide that an epidemic is being
circulated, it is tempting to attribute many sick people and their
deaths to the epidemic. This feeds the “numbers game” which
again increases the panic.
Then a distinction is no longer made between a pain, a
temperature, a sore throat and a change in your sense of taste
or smell, skin symptoms and coughing, which indicate where
and how your body is trying to deal with its enemies.
Everything is jumbled together within the context of a
convenient label.
This is how it is today. On the basis of variable symptoms,
almost anyone who is unwell can be assumed to have died of
Covid-19. Other possible causes of death are pushed into the
background.
Numbers can be juggled to show that things are getting worse
or even better, dependent upon which is more favourable to the
powers-that-be and their advisers; that is, to those who fuel the
panic and profit from Corona. These are the investors,
pharmacists, media makers, system journalists, politicians.
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In this way, the basic natural sequences of cause and effect are
interfered with by these “powers-that-be” and their advisers.
By way of contrast to all this…
LOOK at NATURE.
An animal comes into existence in Nature. By way of a genetic
structure that has evolved over an unimaginable period of time.
Assuming it has not been interfered with by another animal,
especially a human animal (which has “its” origin in the same
original source of Nature):
1. This animal is faced with threats to its health and well-being
or even to its very existence. Or just Old Age!
2. It becomes conscious of this - as a living experience - and not
as a process of thinking and labelling.
3. It introverts (literally, turns within) and draws upon the inner
resources of its immensely complicated being and origins;
within the unimaginable livingness of every single cell.
Even deeper. Beyond the range and scope of the most
complicated instruments of research and investigation invented
by the human animal.
4. It fights from inside its body to confront and defeat the
threat. It uses whatever it finds outside its body, in Nature,
which it senses (not thinks) might assist it by way of food,
location and activity. It manifests “symptoms” of its struggle to
survive; in what is a conflict-resolving…
HEALING PHASE.
5. It succeeds and returns to health.
OR it succeeds partially and returns to an impaired health.
OR it fails, gives up the struggle to survive & live on and dies.
Its material body disintegrates into the
impermanent material of Nature without.

living

store

of
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Its living consciousness is absorbed into the immaterial Being of
Nature within: the CENTRE.1
Unless it is a human animal and has misinterpreted its
“symptoms” as symptoms of the threat itself, the
“disease”. In which case it…
INTERFERES.
Or submits to interference by others.
* When did you last see a group of sheep contentedly lying in
the sun being herded into a barn by another animal? (Unless
the other animal is a dog which has been specially trained to do
just that by a human animal? In order, of course, to deprive the
sheep of their wool and later even their flesh and blood as well.)
* When did you last see a queue of kittens lining up so that an
old cat can inject poison (medication) into their paws through a
needle? (Unless the “old cat” is a human GP in disguise, earning
its commission from a pharmaceutical company.)
* When did you last see an animal from a different species
forcing a sorrowing mother cow to stay two metres away from
its whimpering calves while it collects her milk in a bucket for
use by its own species?
* When did you last see a group of caterpillars on a leaf
submitting to an alien species, an ichneumon fly, sticking its
ovipositor into their backs? (Some species have even developed
a sheath with a whip in their tails to ward off such interference.)
INTERFERENCE
When I was at school, the doctor would tell me:
“I am here to help the body help itself.”

The “CENTRE” is a mental concept used to express the nature of every
individual thing and its relation to every other living thing within the Whole in
which all exist…
https://universaloctopus.com/2019/10/03/centre/

1
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Happy days! Ever since the 1950s, doctors have been increasingly
invasive (and evasive) in response to our medical problems.
It is as though when a group of our soldiers are seen fighting
a common enemy, we interfere with our soldiers’ efforts to
protect us.
Doctors now deal with separatist “symptoms” using medications
produced in laboratories and sold for profit and commissions.
These medications not infrequently contain side effects (new
“enemies” which the body has to try to deal with). More and
more of them make a living out of “using the knife”. A Heart
Surgeon explained to the wife of a man just before he ‘started
work’ on her husband, “the body is a machine.”
So, if you want someone to be “here to help the body help
itself”, that “someone” has to be YOU. From WITHIN. Just as it
has always been for the other species of Nature. Since the
beginning. Before human animals went astray.
What’s the answer? Cooperate with Nature WITHOUT…
as humans:
1. STOP behaving in ways which cause these catastrophic
sequences: such as
WARS BASED ON HATRED
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE BY HUMANS TO NATURE AND
OTHER BEINGS
FAMINES
TYRANNIES
MASS KILLINGS AND GENOCIDE
STARVATION AND FEAR OF STARVATION
FEARS FOR THE FUTURE
FEAR OF DEATH
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2. STOP interfering with NATURE itself, using pesticides and
poisons, genetic modifications, destruction of forests,
industrialisation, global warming etc.
3. COOPERATE with our nature within…
THE CENTRE OF THE UNIVERSAL OCTOPUS2.
(Call it what you will. A label is never the thing itself.)
The CENTRE is the common source and origin of all living
beings without exception. It links3 them together and is present
in all of them all the time. In Human animals, it can be found
(and explored) in the centre of the body, two fingers’ breadth
above the navel.
COOPERATE. HOW?
By adopting behaviour, once and for all, which is built upon…
BASIC ETHICS.
“DON’T DO TO OTHER LIVING BEINGS ANYTHING THAT
CAUSES SUFFERING AND WHICH YOU WOULD NOT WANT
DONE TO YOURSELF.”

The “Universal Octopus” is used as a mental concept to express the profound
underlying Oneness of everything. How every individual thing is connected to
every other thing within the Whole in which all exist.
https://universaloctopus.com/2020/03/23/universal-octopus/
2

“Universal Satnav”: There are no coincidences as this word is mostly
understood. They are not even a matter of chance. They are comings together,
never accidental, always reflecting cause and effect… This is Universal Satnav.
https://universaloctopus.com/2019/11/21/universal-satnav/
3
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EPILOGUE
As a nation, we have a serious problem with obesity. And, as a
“power-that-be”, we have an obese Prime Minister.
Does he tell us to eat less?
No.
He tells the GPs (our doctors) to prescribe bicycles on the NHS!
If this generation had been around during WW2, we would
surely all be speaking German.

Sieg Heil!

2020
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UNIVERSAL OCTOPUS

Each tentacle that used to be anonymous
is now by mutual consent autonomous.
At first they may behave a bit like fools
but they'll get better as they learn the rules.
The Golden Rule shines brighter than the Sun:
one and one and one and one makes One!

Blondin above Niagara,
the rope begins to sway.
The rocks below are grinning.
Every day is Judgement Day.
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